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Picture Book

Picture Book
How to Plant a Stuffed Bunny

Three Little Pigs Beyond the Pages

Written by Hwang Sunmi
Illustrated by Lee Heeeun

Written and illustrated by An Kyeongmi
Published in 2018/ 52page/ 4 and up

Published in 2019/ 48pages/ 4 and up

New Release from the author of <The Hen Who Dreamed She Could Fly>
A girl is very excited to hear that there will be over 10 beans loaded on one bean tree. The
girl walks out with her mom to the garden to plant her bunny doll so that she can give out
to her friends. As the girl takes care of the plant,
she learns the joy of giving and sharing.

A new release by the artist who won "Illustration of the Year" in 2015, 2018 Bologna Book Fair!
This book is a modern interpretation of the British folk tale <The Three Little Pigs> with an interesting
features. When the reader turns the page, it creates wind within the story. This book helps to realize reader's
desire to help the main character when he is in trouble, and the two can overcome the difficulties together.
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Picture Book

It’s Okay
Written & Illustrated by Choi Sookhee
Published in 2005/ 32pages/ 4 and up
Sold to Germany, Taiwan, China

This picture book is about accepting oneself as who they are and
finding something special about themselves. For a child, animal
may look very strange-small ants, sharp-nail porcupine, crawling
snake. But the animal say, "It’s Okay" because they have their own
strengths. The child is taken aback, thinking about her strength and
finds out she has the loudest laugh in the world.

Do You Want to Be My Friend?
Written & Illustrated by Choi Sookhee
Published in 2015/ 32pages/ 4 and up
Sold to Taiwan, China

A picture book that illustrated how to reach out and communicate with an open mind

When I See You
Written & Illustrated by Choi Sookhee
Published in 2018/ 44pages/ 4 and up
Sold to Taiwan, China

A book that empathizes with pain of other living beings
on the Earth and provokes thoughts for the better world.
A fox lost his home in a tree-cut forest, a flying butterfly is covered in smoke, and a sea lion is unable
to swim because of a piece of plastic that's wrapped around him……The child sympathizes with the pain
of the animals, trying to comfort and encourage them. It contains a message which emphasizes with
environmental protection and harmonization of the ecosystem, following today’s trend. In a book "It's
OK," the child finds value of oneself and in the book
“Do you want to be my friend” the child opens up to make friends.
In this book, “When I see you,” you can see a child struggling
to make a better world and how the child becomes mature in
these series.

This book illustrates the meaning of a "good friend". By encountering to reach out with an open
mind, the readers will learn how to make friends and building friendship.
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Picture Book

There is a Rope

Where is Our Blanket

Written & Illustrated by Cho Wonhee

Written and illustrated by Ha Soojeong

Published in 2018/ 48pages/ 4 and up

Published in 2018/ 48pages/ 4 and up

Grand Prize of the 1st Woongjin Junior Picture Book Contest

The family inevitably shares one single blanket as the baby wets the other blanket. During
the night, the blanket starts to disappear as each family member kicks the blanket further
away. If someone kicks the blanket, it ends up in the living room, if another one kicks it,
it ends up in the yard, and if another one kicks the blanket, it ends up on the moon. The
reader will think of the meaning of the family by watching them trying to keep each other
warm by holding each other tight.

This book illustrates a critical view of the modern day society where everyone is striving for the
same goal. A man finds a rope on his way to work and instinctively starts to pull it. Then all the
people behind him pulls the rope, not knowing the reason to it. Meanwhile, a young boy walks by a
group of people pulling the rope and asks why they are doing it. No one can't answer his question
because they don’t even know what they’re doing.

My Superhero Dad
Written and illustrated by Lee Myeongha
Published in 2018/ 66pages/ 4 and up

A story of the bondage between a father and a child, with an animation-like display
This cute and inspiring story presents dad’s incredible super power that protects his family. Dad can fight against the terrible
villains who try to destroy the world where his wife and son live. But can you imagine what the most important mission for him
of all time is? To bring his son’s favorite sponge cake along with banana flavored milk when coming back home! This is such a
delightful story that honors all dads in the world who are always there whenever his beloved ones need. It will be the perfect
tale for children to talk about all the ways that dads are special and always love them no matter what they do.
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Picture Book

Discovery of Fish

Petal Apartment

Written by Kim Hwang
Illustrated by Lee Heeeun

Written & Illustrated by BaEk Eunha
Published in 2019/ 48pages/ 4 and up

Published in 2018/ 36pages/ 6 and up

Everything about Fish, written by Kim Hwang, a famous non-fiction writer in Japan
Let’s discover the world of fish with Dr. Cat who is known as “an encyclopedia of fish”. One day, Dr. Cat
meets a boy who hates fish. But as Dr. Cat takes the boy on a journey of fish, the boy gradually learns to
love fish and becomes know all of fish.

The petal apartment has beeen always noisy and crowded because of the rude animals. Pigs fall cookie crumbles down,
a kangaroo exercises on a treadmill in a room, and a monkey draws graffiti art on every wall. Petals are about to wither
and die. One day, a child moves into the apartment. Let's see how neighbors have change after meeting this new kid.
The story teaches how to deal with the conflict within the neighborhood.
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Picture Book

Mom, are You Coming?

Sound of Crying

Written and illustrated by Ko Jungsoon

Written by Ha Soojeong

Published in 2018/ 40pages/ 4 and up

Published in 2018/ 24pages/ 6 and up

A book that supports the daily lives of working moms
and comforts the children waiting for their moms!

A picture book that deals with domestic violence and calls for the attention of our neighbors.

When the child asks, "Mom, where are you?" mom becomes more impatient with the remaining work. But the
mother in the story is very creative in explaining why she is late and encourages her child to understand and wait
for her. This is a heart-warming story that illustrates all moms think about their child who are waiting for her to
come back.

<Sound of crying> is comprised of a flow that follows the source of a sound that started some time ago.
By expressing the sound in different colors, shapes, and textures, this book leads the readers to be
curious about what is behind the sound. When we turn to the back page, the twist unfolds and a child
desperately waits for someone’s help.

I Will Always Be with You, Dad
Written and illustrated by Ko Jungsoon
Published in 2016/ 36pages/ 4 and up

The story is about father-daughter relationship. Dad always wishes to protect his
daughter as he loves her kid with all his heart. He repeatedly says “I wish there
will be a good person who can always be there with you when you are grown up.”
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Picture Book

Late at Night
Written & Illustrated by Park Seyeon
Published in 2018/ 40pages/ 6 and up

A book of imaginative pictures that will help a child remember sleeping time beautifully.
The night is getting deeper but the child can’t seem to fall asleep. He is staring at the wall. Then,
he finds a strange old lady hiding inside a wallpaper. When their eyes meet, she pops out of the
wallpaper and starts dancing and whistling. Like a spell, old lady's whistle calls out friends one by
one who’s been hiding in the wallpaper: flowers, foxes, fish, trees……

It’s Okay, Slow Lizard
Written by Yoon Yeorim
Illustrated by Kim Jiahn
Published in 2019/ 44pages/ 4 and up

A warm story about animals of various personalities growing up and helping each other
From the slow-paced "slow slow lizard", the "little bird" who has to finish what could be done later, the "strong elephant" who's
so powerful and quick-tempered, the “fast rabbit” who is so witty and fast, and the "laughing monkey" who's always fooling
around....It's a story of unique animal friends filling each other's gaps and finding their own merits.

An Old Tailor Shop at Intersection
Written & Illustrated by An Jaeseon
Published in 2019/ 48pages/ 4 and up

A new work by the author who got the Illustrator of the Year in 2017
Bologna International Children's Book Fair!
It's a picture book that talks about the value of staying the same for 100 years
in a rapidly changing world. In fact, it’s about a tailor shop that has been
making suits for over 100 years in Jongno. The book captures the moments
of crisis and changes that the small shop had to face over time.
It provokes children’s interest in making clothes, showing the detailed
process of making a suit.

Legend of Chicken
Written by Lee Sangkwon
Illustrated byKim Hyejeong
Published in 2019/ 66pages/ 4 and up

A picture book that reflects the breadth and depth of nature that is all-giving to us.
The whole village was filled with the sound of forklifts as the development project began in the
rural village. The poet who dreamed of quiet rural life gave up on it with the change of his village.
Then one day, five chickens that had disappeared suddenly came back with a row of new chicks.
This is a picture book where you can feel the greatness of nature through chickens that survived
the changes of the nature without avoiding the development.
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Picture Book

Wait For Me, I Will Wait For You
Written by Lee Jeok
Illustrated by Lee Jinhee
Published in 2018/ 48pages/ 4 and up

A second book by singer-songwriter Lee Jeok, author of the bestseller “One Day”.
This is a story that reminds us of past encounters and friendship traced by a story of Hallye's comet and
a lovely star. One day Halley's Comet flies by, and the little star was so excited. He wanted to be comet’s friend
but the comet just flies by. And 76 years later comets passes by again not being able to slow down, he leaves
the message for the little star - he wants to be friends too. Now the little star is not lonely. They have become
friends, and the waiting is rather exciting.

Pink Saturday
Written & Illustrated by Kim Hyejin
Published in 2019/ 48pages/ 4 and up

A picture book about the heart of a child who is infatuated with what she likes.
The child is dressed up in her favorite color pink and leaves home with her family. In the eyes of the child, clouds in the sky,
tail of a cat, or the flying birds are all seen in pink. It's a picture book makes children think about their personal taste.

Friendship Book
Written by Park Eunjeong
Illustrated by Nam Joohyeon
Published in 2019/ 40pages/ 4 and up

A coaching book that gives advice on various relationships between friends and friendship!
Friendship Book allows you to share what is on your mind like a secret diary when you have trouble
with your friends. The main character is a new girl who just moved and without any
friends, and the book deals with all the feelings she might have in making new
friends. She goes through feelings such as joy, disappointment,
frustration and doubt.
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STICKER BOOK

STICKER BOOK

I Can Go To The Dentist
Written by Shin Jimyeong
Illustrated by Yoon Taekyu
Sold to Vietnam

Published in 2018/ 44 pages/ 4 and up/ 3 titles

An activity book that turns fear into confidence!
This is an activity series that helps children to have an indirect experience in life, such as going to the dentist, catching
a cold, or taking the subway. More than 100 stickers and activities such as drawing, painting, coming out of the maze,
and the puzzle will help children transform their fears into confidence so they can do well on their first day.

This book helps children to learn and understand new experiences from a child's point of view. This book will tell
them that the sound from one of the tools in the dentist’s clinic is actually putting water in their mouth, that
a bitter pill is necessary to fight germs in their body, and that all the instruments used by the doctor are
necessary and it doesn’t’ always give us pain. The book has enhanced realism by exploring the functions of
dentist’s tools and allowing children to experience the treatment process through different activities.

I Can Get Well From a Cold
Written by Kim Jeongran
Illustrated by Song Soohye
Sold to Vietnam

What should we do when our throat tickles, have coughs and runny nose? With unfamiliar
doctors, painful injections, and scary-looking medical tools, children are afraid every time
they go to the clinic. In this book, they can experience various processes that goes on in the
clinic, including triage, seeing a doctor, getting examined with a stethoscope, and checking
inside of their nose or ears. There are various activities to reduce the fear of children by
helping them to find out the causes of cold, why we need to get an injection or take medicine.

I Can Take The Subway
Written by Kim Jeongran
Illustrated by Cho Wooyeong

In this book, a child can experience different steps to take a subway
by observing different signs in the subway station, searching for the
destination on the map, buying the ticket and getting on and off of the
subway. Through different activities, children can also learn about
things to be aware at the station, meaning of different signs in the
compartments, public manners they need to observe in the subway, and
what to do when they lose their parents or guardians.
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One Step Forward - Math

One Step Forward - Math

STEP 2

Published in 2018/ 40 pages/ 4 and up/ 30 titles/ 22 Work Books

A full collection of primary level mathematics series which is a must be read before entering elementary school.
This series illustrates primary level mathematics such as numbers, computations, classifications, shapes and spaces, rules, and measurement
essential concepts in a fantasy and detective stories. It also includes an intuitive way to learn mathematical concepts with flaps, punching and folding,
which makes it easier for children to understand mathematical concepts.
We have also printed coding pages for children in preparation for the fourth industrial revolution.
They can identify mathematical concepts in the form of algorithms at the end of the picture book, and try to
solve problems that require a combination of computing thinking skills and mathematical thinking skills
in the workbook.

STEP 1

Number Eraser
(Numbers)

Dala Has Changed
(Classification)

A Journey to the Shape World
(Shape)

Let's Find Rules
(Structure and Rules)

A Day at a Farm
(Measuring)

Written by Kim Heenam
Illustrated by Hong Gihan

Written by Kim Yeonah
Illustrated by Kim Kyeonghee

Written by Lee Jiyun
Illustrated by Jerome Ruiller

Written by Cho Eunsoo
Illustrated by An Eunjin

Written by Kim Heenam
Illustrated by Hong Gihan

Hide-and-Seek
(One Digit)

Mr. Owl's Sweet Dream Shop
(Two Digit)

Written by Kim Mihye
Illustrated by Oh Seungwon

Written by Kim Soohyeon
Illustrated by Lee Jieun

Witch's Creepy Store
(Subtraction)

Ten Black Dots
(Addition and Subtraction)

Written by Lee Chunyeong
Illustrated by Marie Caudry

Written by Heo Eunsil
Illustrated by Isabelle Carrier

Number Eraser
(Numbers)

Dala Has Changed
(Classification)

Written by Kim Heenam
Illustrated by Hong Gihan

Written by Kim Yeonah
Illustrated by Kim Kyeonghee

I'm not Afraid
(Counting)

Monster's Noisy Apartment
(Addition)

Written by Hwang Geungi
Illustrated by Hyekyeong

Written by Lee Chunyeong
Illustrated by Marie Caudry

It's a Dinosaur
(Addition and Subtraction)

Hold Your Temper
(Subtraction)

Ask Me about Cats
(Classification)

Written by Kim Sookyeong
Illustrated by Cho Wooyeong

Written by Choi Okim
Illustrated by Kwon Moonhee

Written by Jeong Sojeong
Illustrated by Kim leejo

Persimmon Seller and
Garlic Seller
(Three Digit)
Written by Choi Okim
Illustrated by Shim Eunsook
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One Step Forward - All Around Me

One Step Forward - All Around Me

STEP 3

Published in 2019/ 40 pages/ 4 and up/ 25 titles

A series of picture books that has the secrets of making the most of everyday at school and at home.
It's a full collection of creative picture book that allows pre-school children to learn how to get along with friends
at the elementary school, learn ahead about the things that can happen at the school or at home, and express their
feelings through decorating activities. Each book contains a total of five activities, allowing children to think about
the topic and develop their knowledge.
Detective Beanie, Find Roi!
Written by Park Hyeonjeong
Illustrated by Oh Jeongtaek

Detective Beanie,
Find a Necklace Thief!

Detective Beanie,
Find a Golden Dish

Written by Park Hyeonjeong
Illustrated by Oh Jeongtaek

Written by Park Hyeonjeong

SPRING

MATH TEAM WORK BOOKS
5 Categories / 22 Titles / 24 Pages

The Sight of Spring

School

Friends

Health

Spring Activity

Relatives

House

Insects

Summer Activity

SUMMER

Numbers, Addition &
Subtraction
(9 books)

Classification
(2 books)

Shapes & Space
(4 books)

Rules
(2 books)

Measurement
(5 books)

The Sight of Summer
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One Step Forward - All Around Me

FALL

SCHOOL

The Sight of Fall

Neighbor

Jobs

Thanks Givingday

Winter Life

Traditional Culture

Culture of the World

Winter Activity

Fall Activity

Cleaning Up

Diary

Planning

Outdoor Activity

WINTER

The Sight of Winter

Guides To Everyday Life
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One Step Forward - Community

One Step Forward - Community

Outskirts (5 titles)

Published in 2018/ 32 pages/ 4 and up/ 28 titles

The picture book about learning society through place and professions
This book shows 25 places where kids go often, and illustrated people working at that spaces and using that places.
Also, it shows the things happening in that space and teaches children about public manners using certain spaces. This
book extends the children’s world step by step, from local stores to public institutions, amusement parks, and let them
experience society through finding what they learned, coloring, putting stickers, and making crafts.

A Sunlight Farm

What Comes Out of a
Ranch?

Looking for Mom in the
Port

Let's Bake a Bread

My First Visit to the
Airport

Neighborhood (6 titles)

Lala's Special Hair Shop

My First Visit to Sauna

Inside the Mysterious
Restaurant

I'm Never Visiting the Vet Thank You for
Repairing My Car

Welcome to
the Wacky Mart
Sold to Hong Kong & Taiwan
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Basic Geography Picture Book

One Step Forward-World

Basic Geography Picture Book

One Step Forward - World

Published in 2018/ 32 pages/ 4 and up/ 4 titles

Published in 2018/ 32 pages/ 4 and up/ 13 titles

The basic geography picture book with stories

A picture book about world geography and the culture

EUROPE

A collection of picture books based on different races, culture and geography in

A geographic picture book about the world map, time zones, borders, and six continents.
Children can naturally acquire geographical knowledge by reading this book.

17 countries around the world, helping children to have an interest and respect
for other environments and culture. You can learn about the nature and culture
of many different parts of the world covered by elementary school textbooks.

A Journey to Six Continents

A Time for a Long Sleep

6 Different Continents

Different Time Zone

A Flying Lion

A Story of Monk Antoine

Mountain Range in

Venice in Italy

Wine in France

Switzerland

ASIA & AFRICA

Five Friends Exploring
the World

A Bridge Built by a Devil

Borders Around the World
The Birthday of an Emperor
Manchu Han Imperial Feast
Welcome to a Town of Monsters
Reading Map
Sold to Hong Kong & Taiwan

A Catfish Rattling in the
Land
Earthquake in Japan

AMERICA

Fairy Kurupira Saves
the Forest!
Amazon in Brazil

A Sea Saved by a Dragon
Ha Long Bay in Vietnam

Malaika's First Adventure
Vast Plain in Tanzania

A Strait Where a Cow
Crossed Over
Bosphorus in Turkey

A Treasure Inside the Desert
Oil in Saudi Arabia

ANTARCTIC & OCEANIA

When a Tornado Comes
Tornado in USA

Sacha and the Reindeer
Dima
Cold Wilderness in
Antarctic

Inside the Coral Reef
Great Barrier Reef in Australia
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MR. Teeth Brushing, the Detective

MR. TEETH BRUSHING, THE DETECTIVE
Published in 2018/ 130 pages/ 7 and up/ 12 titles

A series of detective stories that boost logical thinking
Sold to Hong Kong, Japan

This is a series where detective Chika, solves the mystery around his neighborhood. He comes up with a solution when he brushes his teeth.
This book helps children to practice logical thinking.
One day, an alien robot called Alphabot crashes on the Earth as an accident. He lands on top of the detective Chika’s office with his circuits
broken. He can’t go back home until he gets his circuits fixed, and he needs to solve 48 cases together with detective Chika in order to fix them.
While reading the story, readers can also become detectives and make deductions, and the storyline can be summarized through profiling
activities at the end of each chapter. The activity page allows children to write step-by-step on a topic and practice thinking rationally.

TITLE LIST
1. Observe and Find Clues
2. Find Similarity and Differences
3. Analyze the Event
4. Find the Rules of the Event
5. Compare Important Clues
6. Classify the Evidence
7. Find the Main Event
8. Differentiate the Fact and the Opinion
9. Find the Cause and the Result
10. Deduct and Solve the Problem
11. Summarize the Event
1. Observe and Find Clues
Written by Kim Heenam
Illustrated Park Woohee

12. Express Your Thoughts and its Reasons
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Bona in the Weird Land

BONA IN THE WEIRD LAND
Published in 2018/ 130 pages/ 7 and up/ 12 titles

TITLE LIST

Adventure readings series that strengthens the child’s expressions
Sold to China

1. Observe and Find Clues
1. ThinkHarder

It's a pleasant parody of the classic novel <Alice in Wonderland>, which allows children to learn to express their opinions in a clear and
creative manner.
On the day before her first day of school, Bona was chasing a rabbit running late and fell into the wonderland. The only way to get back
home is to find the golden keys hiding all over this wonderland! The child can develop his vocabulary by solving each mission and learn
about the different vocabularies according to each topic and situation. He can also practice his writing, pronunciations, and speaking.

2. Let's Draw a Thinking Map
3. Closed Questions vs. Open Questions
4. Think Out of Box
5. Think Freely
6. Think Differently
7. Express Comparatively
8. Express Creatively

표현력을
키우는
생각 읽기책

표현력을
키우는
생각 읽기책

9. Express in a Fun Way
12

월호

닫힌 질문 vs 열린 질문

표현력을
키우는
생각 읽기책

괴상한 나라에 가게 된 안보나의 기상천외한
모험 이야기를 통해 기발한 상상력을 자극하고,

12
새롭게 표현해 봐

3

월호

보나는 새로운 생각과 표현으로 이야기 궁전에서
일어난 문제들을 해결했어. 이제 괴상한 나라에서 펼쳐진
보나의 모험은 모두 났어. 표현력이 쑥쑥 자란
너의 모습을 기대할게. 안녕!

2

독창적이고 창의적으로 표현하는 능력을

월호

새롭게 표현해 봐 2

글

조은수• 그림 김령언

10. Express in Details 1
글

조은수

오랜 시간 동안 어린이들을 위해 글을 쓰고,
그림을 그리고, 또 번역하는 일을 하고 있어요.
소심한 성격이라, 괴상한 나라에 떨어진 보나처럼

「뚱보 임금님 세종의 긁적긁적 말놀이」,
「톨스토이의 아홉 가지 단점」 등이 있습니다.

키우는 시리즈입니다.

1월호

많이많이 생각해 봐

2월호

생각 지도를 그려 볼까?

글

글 조은수• 그림 김령언
조은수• 그림 김령언

그림

하루의 대부분을 그림을 그리면서 시간을 보냅니다.

닫힌 질문 vs 열린 질문

4월호

억지로 붙여 새로운 것을 만들어 봐

괴상한 나라에 떨어진 보나처럼 골목골목으로 낯설고

5월호

마음껏 상상해 봐

재미난 걸 찾아다녀요. 그린 책은 「빙하기라도 괜찮아」,

다르게 생각해 봐

「윌리 이야기」, 「침 뱉으며 인사하는 나라는?」,

7월호

빗대어 표현해 봐

8월호

새롭게 표현해 봐 1

9월호

12. Express in Details 3

김령언

3월호

6월호

11. Express in Details 2

무슨 일이 생겨도 씩씩하게 헤쳐 나가는 게 소원이지요.
만든 책은 「갈 테야 목사님」, 「공부는 왜 하나?」,

또 자전거를 타고 동네를 기웃거리는 걸 좋아해요.

「9.0의 비밀」 등이 있습니다.

재미있는 말로 표현해 봐

10월호

자세히 표현해 봐 1

11월호

자세히 표현해 봐 2

12월호

새롭게 표현해 봐 2

ISBN 978-89-01-21855-7
ISBN 978-89-01-21822-9 (세트)
값 16,000원

Think Harder
Written by Cho Eunsoo Illustrated Kim
Ryungeon
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Creative Art Activity

CREATIVE ART ACTIVITY

ART ACTIVITY BOOK

Published in 2019/ 32 pages

The one and only class that enhances creativity with reading and art!
Creative Art is a children's reading and art program that helps children to broaden their thoughts with reading and
to use their imagination with art. It is divided into two stages. Each stage provides 12 story books, workbooks and art
materials. Children can enjoy reading the storybooks and make their own picture books on their workbooks.
Stage 1 (ages 4 to 5): Creative Art Performance Program with five senses
Step 2 (ages 5 to 6): Art education program to foster creativity and expressiveness through storytelling
4

5

6

7

STORY BOOK

해가 바람을 완벽하게 이기 다!

남자가 외투를 벗기는커녕 더 단단히 여미자 바람은 풀이 죽었어요.
“이번에도 실패하다니…….”

날씨 친구들이 대결 소식을 듣고 해와 바람을 찾아왔어요.

시무룩해진 비와 바람을 위로하며 눈이 말했어요.

“ 하하, 그런 재미있는 대결을 너희끼리 한 거야?

“쉽지 않겠지

이번에는 이 비의 힘을 보여 주지! 나도 도전 !”

알록

비

우산 붙이는 곳

나도 한번 도전해 볼게.”

하늘에서 새하얀 눈이 펑펑 내리기 시작했어요.

비의 말이 끝나자마자 빗방울이 투두둑 떨어졌어요.

달록 색 깔
맞 아라 !

흰 눈이 펑펑 !
온 세상이 하얗게
변했네.

하하, 이럴 줄
알고 우산을
준비해 왔지.
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